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Continuous steering of MSSW waves in YIG double layers
Kunquan Sun and Carmine Vittoria
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Northeastern University, Boston,
Massachusetts 02115

In this paper we report on the calculations for the rnagnetostatic wave propagation
characteristics in single-crystal double layers of yttriurn iron garnet with arbitrary direction of
rnagnetization. The induced uniaxial rnagnetic anisotropy field is assurned to be different in the
two layers, and hence the rnagnetization in one layer is aligned at an angle with respect to the
rnagnetization direction in the other layer. The rnagnetostatic surface wave propagations with
the greatest bandwidths and the rnaxirnurn energy deliveries in each layer can be strongly
affected by the application of an applied rnagnetic field and the rnagnetostatic coupling
between the two layers.

Since W olfrarn I first described rnagnetostatic waves in
double-layered rnagnetic layers, several investigators 2 - 11
have studied layered systerns. In all the studies, I-II it has
been assurned that the rnagnetizations of each individual layer in double-layered structures are either parallel or antiparaIlel. In this paper we consider the effect of noncollinear
rnagnetization direction on magnetostatic wave propagation
in a two-layered magnetic system. We assume that the magnetization in a given magnetic layer to be aligned in an arbitrary direction with respect to the magnetization direction in
the other layer of a doublelayered structure. It has recently
been deterrnined experimentallyl2 that when the applied
magnetic field is small the magnetizations in each layer of a
single-crystal double-layer YIG structure are not parallel to
each other due to the induced in-plane anisotropy field Hu
being different in each layer. H u is found 12 to be different in
each layer, since the strain due to the substrate strain is different in each layer.
Specifically,the present work aims to study the propagation characteristics of magnetostatic surface wave (MSSW)
in a single-crystal structure of GGG/YIG/GGG/YIG,
where GGG is the abbreviation for gadoliniurn gallium garnet. The rnagnetization orientations in the two YIG films are
not collinear when the applied field is srnall. General forrnulation of the dispersion relations is derived for both YIG
films with cubic and induced in-plane anisotropy fields in
Sec. II. Calculated results for the dispersion relations as a
function of magnetic field and separation of the two YIG
layers and potential applications are illustrated in Sec. III. In
Sec. IV, conclusions are drawn.
The geometry of the two-layered structure and angular
orientations of MI and M2 are shown in Fig. 1, where a
pararnagnetic GGG film of thickness d 2 is placed between
two YIG filrns, the GGG substrate (d4 ) is assumed to be
infinitely thick, and the capital letters, Xc, Yc' and Zc refer
to the crystal axes, while (tP,(J), (tPl,OI)' and (tP2,02) refer to
the angular distributions of Ha, M I, and M 2, respectively.
The two YIG films were grown epitaxially so that their
planes are crystallographically equivalent. Two coordinate
systems are introduced, since there are two magnetic layers
to consider. The primed system (x',y',Z') corresponds to layer 1 (M J ) and the unprimed (x,y,z) to layer 2 (M 2 ). We
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choose Z' and z to be parallel to the static rnagnetization
direction M J and M 2 , respectively; see Fig. 1.
An external static magnetic field Ha is applied in the
filrn plane so that the internal fields 86 1 ) and 862 ) also lie in
the planes of the two YIG layers. The quantities H6 1 ) and
862 ) can be expressed 13 in terms of the external field H a , the
static cubic anisotropy field components H~l) and Hf), and
the static-induced in-plane anisotropy field components
8~l) and H~2), where the superscripts (l) and (2) denote
the layers corresponding to M J and M 2 . Mathematical expressions for 861) and H62 ) are given as l4
86il = Ha + H~) + H~i), i = 1,2. As in previous theoretical developments,13 the magnetostatic dispersion relations
may be expressed in terms of permeability tensor elements
for each rnagnetic layer. We start with the well-known Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion with no damping and adapt
previous formulations 13 for the case of the applied field in the
(110) plane. After some algebraic manipulations, the permeability tensors corresponding to Ha applied in the film
plane (i = 1,2) are obtained where ,u\\) = 1 - !1 y /(!l7
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FIG. I. A crossview of the geometrical configuration of the double-layered
YIG film and three coordinate systems of interest The capital letters Xc>
Yo and Z, refer to the crystal axes. (x,y,z) and (x',y',z') refer to layer 2
(M,) and layer I (M,); z and z' are parallel to M2 and M I , respectively,
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lie in the film plane, but x' and x are directed normal to the
film plane. The angle between y' and y or z' is equal to
0 1 - 8 2 = a and is a measure of misalignment between the
two magnetization directions. We will examine the magnetostatic wave propagation in (x,y,z) system as shown in Fig.
1. The angular parameters (¢J1,01) and (¢J2,02) at equilibrium are substituted into Eq. (2) in order to determine the
permeabilities 11 ( 1 I and 11 (2) •
Under the magnetostatic approximation h", = - Vr{!,
where r{! is a magnetic scalar potential, combined with
B = 11(,j1 o h"" we can have five Laplace equations and corresponding solutions for five regions. By using the boundary
conditions, that the tangential components of hI>! and normal components of B are continuous, the following transcendental equation is obtained:
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K \1) and K ~1l are the cubic magnetocrystalline and the uniaxial anisotropy energy constants, respectively. The coefficients Q, and b, have been deriVed previously. 12 By solving
the equilibrium condition equations based on minimizing
the free energy of each magnetic layer, it is found '4 that the
equilibrium azimuthal angles ofi\l, and M2 are equal to 4Y,
or ¢JI = ¢J2 = 45°, since Ho is in the film plane. This implies
that both M 1 and M2 lie in the {I To} plane, which is also the
film plane. The polar angles 0 1 and O2 are the equilibrium
angles for MI and M2 with respect. to the Z( axis, and they
are not equal if the applied magnetic field is low compared to
the magnetic anisotropy fields H ~ I) and H :/). Both y' and y
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FIG. I. A crossview of the geometrical configuration of the double-layered YIG film and three coordinate systems of interest. The capital letters Xc, Y, , and
Z, .efer to the crystal ,,~~s (x,y,z) and (x',y',z') refer to layer 2 (M,) and layer I (M,); z and z' are parallel to M, and M), respectively.
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Equation (2) includes two terms: The first term is recognized as the dispersion of two individual magnetic layers
which are not magnetically and electromagnetically coupled, and the second term includes the effect of the coupling
between the two magnetic layers. Limiting cases to consider
are (1) M, = M 2 ; Eq. (2) results in a single dispersion relation which is consistent with that given in Ref. 8; (2) in the
limit of either d 2 = 00 or 0, M 1 = M 2 ; Eq. (2) reduces to the
dispersion equation for a single layer derived by Damon and
Eshbach. '5
Now we examine the general case in which d I' d 2 , and d 3
are finite. Here we are only interested in the magnetostatic
wave propagations perpendicular to the static magnetizations, since they have the greatest bandwidths'S and the
maximum energy deliveries. 14 If MI is parallel to M 2 , it is
easy to demonstrate Eq. (2) in a two-dimensional dispersion
(w vs I kj), where k is perpendicular to either magnetizations. For M) not parallel to M2 (a#O), our case of interest, the magnetostatic waves with the greatest bandwidths
and maximum energy delivery propagate in the directions
contained in the y-z plane, and we would expect the angle
between the MSSW propagations with the described properties in the two films to be a, if d 2 is very large. This is due to
the fact that the angle between M) and M2 is a and the
interested MSSW propagations are normal to MI and M 2 ,
respectively. As d 2 is reduced, the magnetostatic coupling
between films is increased. The effect of the coupling is to
change the group velocities of magnetostatic waves in the
whole y-z plane. In some region ofthe w(ky,kz ) plot, there
exists dispersion for negative group velocities. In order to
clearly view propagation properties of magnetostatic waves
in the y-z plane, it is meaningful to plot dispersions in three
dimensions (w vs ky and kz, for example). In either the
strong or weak coupling regime, the MSSW wave with the
greatest bandwidth and the maximum energy delivery is still
focused perpendicular to the static magnetization in each
layer.
Based on the dispersion equation (2), a three-dimensional plot (w vs ky and k z ) is obtained (see Fig. 2), where
two MSSW branches are exhibited. The assumed parameters
for one layer are 41TM = 1750 G, 2K,IMs = - 82 Oe,
2K,JMs = 0, and d, = 1 pm; for the other layer,
41TM = 1256 G, 2KI1Ms = - 82 Oe, 2KulMs = 50 Oe,
and d 3 = 1 pm. The separation between the two magnetic
layers is d 2 = 1 pm, and the applied field Ha = O. 41TM implies in our case 41TMelf , where 41TMelf = 41TMs + 2KjMs·
Ks is the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy energy parameter
whose uniaxial axis is normal to the film plane. This is to
contrast to Hu in which the uniaxial axis is in the plane. The
top branch corresponds to layer I, while the bottom branch
corresponds to layer 2. Due to the different static magnetiz5497
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ations and induced in-plane anisotropy fields Hu in the two
different layers and the coupling between the two layers, the
dispersion for layer 1 differs from that oflayer 2. One feature
of the bottom branch is that there exists a cutoff frequency
region. The other feature is the existence of an anomalous
region where dwldk < 0. 2•5
Since the MSSW propagations perpendicular to the static magnetizations have the greatest bandwidths and the
maximum energy deliveries, we are only interested in propagations normal to the static magnetizations. This is implied
in the following calculations. From the parameters used in
Fig. 2, the angle between the two static magnetizations was
determined as 24°. This implies that the interesting wave
propagations in the two layers are 24° away. Two branches of
the dispersion corresponding to the interesting MSSW
waves in the two layers are shown in Fig. 3 (a) (see curves c
a~d d). While the separation between the two layers changes
With other parameters being the same, the angle between the
two interesting propagations is not affected. However, the
splitting between the two branches of the dispersion
changes. The smaller the separation, the bigger the splitting
between the two branches. The effect of the separation on the
dispersion can be shown in Fig. 3 (a), where curves a and b, c
and d, and e and! correspond to the separations 0.1, 1, and
10 pm, respectively. When a dc field of 50 G is applied to the
two layer system along the (111) direction, the angle
between M, and M2 decreases to 13°. Therefore, MSSW
propagations with the greatest bandwidths and the maximum energy deliveries are divergent by 13°, and the corresp~nding dispersions are shown in Fig. 3 (b), where the separatlOns 0.1, 1, and 10 pm were used in the calculation.
Further increasing the bias magnetic field aligns MI and M,
together and MSSW waves with the desired properties i~
both layers propagate along the same direction. It is found
from Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) that the bias magnetic field can
steer the interested propagations in the two different layers
and also change the operating frequency range.
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